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 by Omad   

Librería Anticuario Astarloa 

"Old Books Specialist"

Lovers of old books, codices, facsimiles and other gems will find in this

antiquarian bookshop a most welcome friend. They are true specialists

here in the buying and selling and appraisal of all types of historical

books, engravings and manuscripts from all periods. They also have a

workshop in which they can restore old battered books to their former

brilliance and splendour.

 +34 94 423 1607  Astarloa Kalea 4, Bilbao

 by opethpainter   

Joker 

"All Comics"

Jokers; this young and central establishment is a place of pilgrimage for

comic lovers who can satisfy their hunger for all available editions, both

national and foreign, crammed on to the shelves here. For those well

versed in the world of comics, editions that never get to Bilbao can be

ordered. The world of role playing games is also well represented here

and fans of these games will find everything related to this type of

entertainment. As if all this were not enough, there are also dice, stickers,

computer games and posters on sale and display in this shop.

 +34 94 415 9127  www.libreriasjoker.com/jo

kercomics.html

 comics@libreriasjoker.com  Urkijo 27, Bilbao

 by Carolyn Coles   

Librería Cámara 

"Books and Magazines"

Almost every single newspaper or magazine imaginable is found on the

shelves of Librería Cámara. It is organised like a magazine rack, but with

just about everything under the sun. They also have a fabulous collection

of books on cinema and photography and many other sections, including

architecture, advertising, literature and endless different genres, making it

an essential stop for the avid reader, collector and subscriber.

 +34 94 422 1945  www.libreriasindependien

tes.com

 info@libreriacamara.com  Calle Euskalduna 6, Bilbao
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